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Abstract—User confidentiality protection is concerning a topic in control and 
monitoring spaces. In image, user's faces security in concerning with compound 
information, abused situations, participation on global transmission media and 
real-world experiences are extremely significant. For minifying the counting 
needs for vast size of image info and for minifying the size of time needful for 
the image to be address computationally. consequently, partial encryption user-
face is picked. This study focuses on a large technique that is designed to encrypt 
the user's face slightly. Primarily, dlib is utilizing for user-face detection. Susan 
is one of the top edge detectors with valuable localization characteristics marked 
edges, is used to extract features vectors from user faces. Moreover, the relevance 
of the suggested generating key is led to a crucial role in security improvement 
by producing them as difficult to intruders. According to PSNR values, the rec-
ommended encryption algorithms provided an adequate outcome in the encryp-
tion, they had a lower encrypting duration and a larger encrypting impact. 

Keywords—dlib, partial encryption, Susan, user face 

1 Introduction 

As an outcome of the exponential extension of communication technologies, mag-
nificent progresses in connectedness have happened in modern ages; media connection 
has rapidly be an essential channel of information exchange. However, in terms of net-
work sharing, it shows a serious concealed danger to multimedia networking. As an 
outcome, image anonymity and protection have been grown in crucial [1-6]. Due to 
images are a vital side of our lifestyles, and thousands of trillions of images are made, 
processed, and transferred once a day, image encryption is one of the generality dy-
namic image authentication manners [7-11]. Image data protection is vital, particularly 
in the IoT, manufacturing, and health sections. Image encryption is an ultimate exceed-
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ingly utilized manners for protecting image transmits[10, 12-17]. Regrettably, cele-
brated ciphers like GOST, Blowfish, DES, and AES consider as four of the top encryp-
tion manners obtainable, however these were not suitable for image encryption. Due to 
these encryption manners are expensive to compute, they make it impossible to meet 
the instance for electronic images transmits with vast volumes of data [18-22]. Image 
is made up of linked items. Encrypting just the linked zone of image is functional than 
encrypting the integral image that it guides to minimizes processing time [8, 23-27]. 
The suggested manners may be utilized to improve the secrecy of portable identities for 
personnel working in offices that call for a top scale of authorisation to register them., 
When the individual enters the security office, image in identification ought to be en-
crypted and not vulnerable to modification or adjustment, by the fabricator., to obtain 
inter permit, the suggested manners decrypts of own image The residue of this search 
is regulated as follows: portion two debates related working in face detection. Portion 
three debates dlip and Susan Edge Detector. Portions four and five debates Partial Face 
Encryption. Portion six debates outcomes. Finally, portion seven, conclusion is de-
bated. 

2 Related work  

With the growing necessity for security of user face, distinct scientific people have 
developed distinct encryption manners in this sector. In [25], detected user face utiliz-
ing PCA, FFNN and Viola-Jones manner. In [28], as a feature extraction utilized PCA 
and holistic manner with integral user face, whilst histogram equalization and LBP are 
disordered manner that utilizes the distinct of local texture descriptors through integral 
user face [29]. Distinct searches depended on an individual feature as PCA, like [30], 
that denote user face are turned in Eigen value, that can recognize people facial acts. In 
[31], they detected user face utilizing SVD and PCA in [32] detected user face utilizing 
LBP and Gabor. lately, deep learning manners, particularly DCNN, have seen signifi-
cant success in creating user face identification systems. utilizing MTCNN for trouble 
of the closed user face detection [33-35], however, utilizing Google Face Net and SVM 
[36] utilizing augmentation and CNN as a brilliance manner for detecting user face. For 
encrypting user face, focus on a several distinct investigations: in [37] utilizing LFSR 
and Haar Wavelet. utilizes the models of chaotic user face [38] utilizing MK-RDA to 
sympathize peculiar arrangements from chaotic manner, by means of a salience mode, 
in shuffle and scrambled zone, combining random strategy to run model of chaotic user 
face. utilizing Homomorphic encryption for keeping the human particularity and dodge 
data leak from the patterns in [35, 39, 40] utilizing HOG feature and SVM with two 
kernels (linear and Gaussian) for user face recognition manners. Hiding user face uti-
lizing the complexion people skin detection manner, cluster and YCbCr [41]. 

3 User face detection 

The suggested manners take the master features of user face zone and utilizes them 
for encrypting user face. The suggested manner's development step covered of two 
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points: As 1st point, Dlib manner is applied for user-face detection more exactly and 
rightly; this manner identifies zone of user face from the surroundings. As 2nd point, 
Susan edge detectors is applied to extract features vectors from user faces [42, 43]. 

3.1 Dlib face Detection 

Dlib is source python package for face Detection and consider as a Facial orientation 
guessing in agreement with the fundamental thought via discovering 68 landmarks on 
user face. such as the top portion of the chin, the inner edge of the brows, the outer edge 
of the eye, the lower point of the nose, and so on as shown in Figure 1 [42-45].  

 
Fig. 1. Dlib Facial Orientation [43] 

3.2 Susan edge detectors 

Edge Detectors minimizes image info while retaining crucial properties for utilize in 
subsequent image processes [46]. The strategies for detecting Susan “Smallest Uni-
value Segment Assimilating Nucleus” edges are the percentage of model with intensity 
by "nucleus" threshold. SUSAN manner corner is concentration established, that is ap-
plied via an orbicular filter of 37 pixels nearly a nucleus for each pixel on image, with 
no necessity to derivatives of image. When the intensity of each pixel inside a filter is 
matched to the intensity of the filter's nucleus, zone of the filter with the comparable 
intensity as the nucleus might be specified. Explain Figure 2, which depicts a black 
rectangle on a blank backdrop with 5 circle filters in various places on the straightfor-
ward image. Corners can be determined according to on the USAN zone. When the 
zone of USAN is up to the tiny, like status "a," the nucleus is within the corner [44, 46-
49].  
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Fig. 2. Four orbicular Filters for explaining Susan Corner 

Equation 1 acts an identical comparison task among each pixel on the filter and the 
filter's nucleus for corners detector. 

 𝑐𝑐(𝑟𝑟, 𝑟𝑟0) = � 1,   |𝐼𝐼(𝑟𝑟) − 𝐼𝐼(𝑟𝑟0)| ≤ 𝑡𝑡;
0,    𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒.                                (1) 

r0 is nucleus’s ranges and r is the ranges of other pixels on the filter; I(r) is the gray-
scale value, c (r, r0) is the comparing outcome t is grayscale distinction threshold that 
locates the anti-arbitrary capability and the tiny inequality that being extracted via SU-
SAN manner. Equation 2 is overwhelmingly utilized due to its adequacy. 

 𝑐𝑐(𝑟𝑟, 𝑟𝑟0) = 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �−�𝑰𝑰(𝒓𝒓)−𝑰𝑰(𝒓𝒓𝟎𝟎)
𝒕𝒕

�
6
� (2) 

The volume of USAN zone is explain in Equation 3. elementary reply to corners is 
acquire from Equation 4, that is an appropriate the rule of SUSAN, the tiny USAN 
zone, the top elementary reply to corners.  

 𝑛𝑛(𝑟𝑟0) = ∑ 𝑐𝑐(𝑟𝑟, 𝑟𝑟0)𝑟𝑟€𝑐𝑐(𝑟𝑟0)   (3) 

 𝑅𝑅(𝑟𝑟0) = �𝑔𝑔 − 𝑛𝑛(𝑟𝑟0), 𝑛𝑛(𝑟𝑟) < 𝑔𝑔
0, 𝑛𝑛(𝑟𝑟) ≥ 𝑔𝑔 (4) 

g refers to geometric threshold that locates the sharp scale of corner. ultimately, cor-
ners being establish via non-maximum inhibition [46, 48-50]. 
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4 Suggested method 

A partial facial encryption manner in real world experiences is offered in the sug-
gested manner function. It is ordinarily renowned that with partial encryption, only the 
relevant zones are specified, and that are purely diffusional. The concept of suggested 
manner is to encrypt user facial images utilizing colour image intensity. Utilizing dlib 
detection manner for human face zone. Extraction manner is utilized to detect edge 
patterns retrieved via Susan manner that utilized to distributed zone concern to gained 
top feature vector. Suggested strategy increases the eligibility of the encryption manner 
and decreases the volume of time encryption owing to partial user face encryption. As 
well, a modern manner for making arbitrary keys is produced for encrypting image. 
The suggested manner is utilized a relatively massive confidential keys established as  
volume 16 -16  matrix. In image encrypting, these keys are utilized in feature extraction 
alteration and replacement procedures for fulfilling an ideal diffusion and confusion 
features. The diagram Figure 3 below depicts the major phases of the suggested user 
facial partial encryption manner: 

 
Fig. 3. Suggested User Facial Partial Encryption Manner 

In suggested manner, detecting user face zone via applying dlib detection on chosen 
cases of images as depicts the in Figure 4.  
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Fig. 4. User Face Zone utilizing Dlib Detection 

Susan manner is utilized to locate feature edge due to it is an ideal at extracting 
criterion information from a variety of visible objects whereas ultimately reducing the 
volume of info to be address. Utilizing the Susan manner, the lighted pixel is acted as 
a matrix of feature extraction as depicts in Figure 5. 

 
Fig. 5. User Face Zone (Left) and Susan (Right) 

In agreement with distinct security investigations, the top worthy part of the encryp-
tion procedure for making arbitrary keys, due to an arbitrary make massive keys. As an 
outcome, rough to break and keep. The crypto key is generated arbitrary from the Susan 
feature vector; Algorithm 1 depicts making key generation procedures. Randomness 
tests are utilized to validate the making key. To ensure if the produced key is arbitrary, 
the outcome of tests was validated and given, demonstrating which created key override 
arbitrary test and unexpected 0,1 sequences and consequently being utilized strongly. 
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Algorithm 1 (Generation of Keys  )   
Susan Edge as Input of Algorithm 1 
Keys as Output of Algorithm 1 
Start 
1. Transform output of Susan Edge image to 0,1 matrix 

of as 2D. 
2. Split 0,1 matrix into windows of equal volume, every 

window corresponds to 9 items. 
3. every window in 0,1 matrix is transformed to decimal 

value. 
4. Make 1-D vector for keeping keys. 
Stop 

The key is formed from Susan edge manner in the 1st layer of encryption, partial user 
facial encryption seems after the position of information of the encrypted face zone is 
combined in the 2nd layer of encryption. Algorithm 2 depicts the processes of partial 
user facial encryption. 

Algorithm 2 (Partial of user Facial Encryption) 
Keys as Input of Algorithm 1 
Encryption of user Face as Output of Algorithm 1 
Start 
1. Transform each integer number in output of Algorithm 

1 as Follows: 
• From 1 to 149 = Red 
• From 150 to 299=Green  
• From 300 to 511=Blue 

2. combine position of encrypted zone user’s face. 
Stop 

5 Results 

Suggested manner is be utilized for encrypting images of RGB of whatever volume 
or form. Depicted in Figure 6, 4 cases images of RGB addressed via suggested manner. 
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Fig. 6. a-Cases of RGB Images, b-Dlib Face Detection, c- Susan Edge Detector d-Partially 

User Face Encryption 

The usual tests used to evaluate suggestion interpretation: encrypting time of  image 
user face integral and partial. Entropy, and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) as spec-
ified in form 5 and 6 respectively [48-52]. 

 𝐸𝐸𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝐸𝐸 = ∑�𝐸𝐸(𝑒𝑒)� �log 1
𝐸𝐸(𝑋𝑋)

� (5) 

Where E is the probability of an enumeration of xth grayscale. 
The greatest conceivable pixel for an 8-bit image is 256 gray-scale, suggesting that 

complete arbitrary, as predicted in an encrypted image, may take place in the analysed 
image. that is only possible if each pixel in user face image has a similar probability of 
being assigned a value range 0 and 255. 

 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅 = 10 × log10 �
𝑃𝑃×𝑍𝑍2552

∑ P𝑝𝑝−1 ∑ Z𝑧𝑧−1 |∫ f(𝑝𝑝.𝑧𝑧)−∫d(𝑝𝑝,𝑧𝑧)|2
� (6) 

Where, f refers to the main image, d refers to image decrypting. Table 1 depicted 
usual tests, and entropy and PSNR values for distinct cases of images with a premier 
user face and distinct of user facial encryption. 
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Table 1.  Usual tests for encryption images 
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6.56 1.87 7.42 66.84 19.6 86.3 

 

9.87 1.98 7.65 70.60 20.34 83.76 

 

7.45 1.32 7.60 69.44 20.9 85.82 

 

9.12 2.30 7.84 69.4 21.34 84.76 

6 Conclusion 

User confidentiality protection is a theme in overlooking and privacy real world expe-
riences. User face encrypting is being increasingly worthy. The intent of search is en-
crypting human user face by utilizing user facial partial encryption for rising security 
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of individual treatment of whatever office in agreement with dlib, Susan to locate en-
crypted points in user face. The suggested manner utilized feature points for making 
keys, outcoming in a safer and more efficient encryption. The suggested manner is es-
pecially functional ever after it rises security while lowering encryption times, and it is 
rightly due to it obtains a low PSNR among main and encrypting images. 
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